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NATIONAL TRENDS IN PATIENT EXPERIENCE 
HCAHPS Global Items:  Rate 0-10 and Likelihood to Recommend
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NATIONAL TRENDS IN PATIENT EXPERIENCE 
HCAHPS Items:  Communication with Doctors and Nurses Domains
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NATIONAL TRENDS IN PATIENT EXPERIENCE 
HCAHPS Items:  Responsiveness Domain and Questions
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NATIONAL TRENDS IN PATIENT EXPERIENCE 
HCAHPS Item:  Cleanliness
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NATIONAL TRENDS IN PATIENT EXPERIENCE 
Press Ganey Item:  Attention to Needs
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NATIONAL TRENDS IN PATIENT EXPERIENCE 
Press Ganey Item:  Staff Worked Together to Care for You (Teamwork)
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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?



PATIENT EXPERIENCE FRAMEWORK

Communication



CONNECTION



CONNECTION

 Mission, Vision, Values = Foundational

 What does it mean to YOU?



CONNECTION

 Engagement:  how we 
connect with our 
organization, team and 
leader



CONNECTION

 A culture of joy is confident in every season.

 Joy:  gratitude rooted in grace no matter the 
circumstances

 Happiness:  an emotion based on circumstances and 
outcomes



CONNECTION



CONNECTION



COMMUNICATION



COMMUNICATION

 How do you communicate?

 Inventory communication methods

 Type

 Frequency

 Effectiveness



COMMUNICATION

Benefits of Leader Rounding

• Allows you to reward & recognize staff

• First-hand info on what does/doesn’t work

• Creates stronger leader/staff relationships

• Better care and service to patients

• Emphasizes the positive aspects of work

• Provides an opportunity for coaching staff



COMMUNICATION

 Roaming the halls and engaging with people beyond meetings really matters.
 Simon Sinek, “Leaders Eat Last”



DID YOU KNOW?

Mode of Communication Years of Formal Training Percentage of Time Used
Writing 12 years 9%

Reading 6-8 years 16%
Speaking 1-2 years 35%
Listening 0 - ½ years 40%

Burley-Allen, Madelyn. Listening: The Forgotten Skill, 2nd Edition, 1995.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:How many of you have ever taken a listening test?Well, if you haven’t taken one, you are not alone.When you consider all the types of communication skills out there, listening is the skill we use the most but also the skill for which we have received the least amount of training.



THE VALUE OF LISTENING

1. People have a deep need for 
others to listen to them.

2. Those who ask questions 
controls the conversation

What does listening look like?
1. Open and attentive body language, posture
2. Observe the person’s non-verbal behavior
3. Focus – don’t do anything else while listening
4. Acknowledge the message, even if you don’t agree with it
5. Respect – let the speaker finish

Source:  ocw.tufts.edu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:It’s surprising that we don’t engage in more listening training – not only due to the volume of time we spend doing it, but for two other important factors.First, people have a deep need for others to listen to them. When they are listened to, they feel comforted and respected. For a patient, it can lessen fear and anxiety.Second - and this is often surprising to folks – in any conversation it is the listener, and not the speaker, who controls the conversation.Your control as the listener begins with your first response. 



LISTENING RESPONSES ACTIVITY



WHAT IS YOUR FIRST RESPONSE:
TYPES OF LISTENING RESPONSES

Solve

Criticize

One-Up

Probe

Empathize

There are five types of 
listening responses.

Most individuals tend 
to operate within 1-2 
of these categories as 
their first response.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Whenever you are in a conversation with someone – whether it’s a patient, a co-worker, a friend, or your spouse – and that person opens the conversation with a statement, there are 5 different ways you can respond.We can immediately Solve the issue.We can Criticize the speaker.We can One-Up the speaker.We can Probe, asking questions to better understand the issue.Or, we can Empathize with the speaker.Most of us tend to respond in one or two of these ways in almost all our conversations.



SCOPE EXAMPLE – “I’M THIRSTY…”

• “ Here, have some water.”Solve

• “You shouldn’t have had so much salt.”
• “You never drink enough water.”Criticize

• “I’m parched!  I haven’t had a sip of water 
all day.”One-Up

• “Have you been drinking enough water?”
• “Have you had headaches as well?”Probe

• “It’s tough to get by when you are thirsty. I 
imagine that’s frustrating for you.”Empathize

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:The last response type is E – empathize.Now in this case, the empathic response seems somewhat silly:“It’s tough to get by when you are thirsty. I imagine that is frustrating for you.”However, we’ll talk more about how valuable this type of response can be to help you make emotional connections with patients and to open up conversations.



FIRST RESPONSE TENDENCIES – GOOD AND BAD
Positive Negative

Solve

Criticize

One-Up

Probe

Empathize

Allows you to quickly 
address the patient’s issue.

You may not have 
identified the real issue.

N/A Elevates emotions or 
forces patient to withdraw.

When personal, may help 
you “connect” with patient.  

Over time, patient 
becomes frustrated. Feels 
he can’t “win.”

May not be the right 
questions. 

Allows you to get the 
answers you seek.

Helps to manage patient 
emotions and open up 
communication.

Can sound insincere if 
listener is not committed 
to this approach.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Let’s discuss the positive and negative about each response type. Let’s start with Solve. Where are my Solvers? What’s beneficial about responding first with a Solve statement?Allow for response. Click to animateExactly. Solving allows you to take care of the issue right away.  But what can be the downside to solving first?Allow for response. Click to animate.The trouble with solving first is that you might not have identified the actual issue. Now how about Criticizing?Click to animate.Well, there’s nothing positive about criticism as a first response.Click to animate.That’s because criticizing shuts down the conversation. It either elevates emotions – the speaker gets really angry or upset. Or, it forces the speaker to withdraw and not say any more.You should always avoid criticism in your conversations.Let’s talk about the One-Up. Now, as tough as One-Uppers can be to handle sometimes, they often have great intentions. What can be positive about a well-timed One-Up?Allow for response. Click to animate.That’s right. When it’s personal, it can help you connect with the patient. “It’s not so bad. I’ve gone through this. You can get through it too.”But, what can be negative about someone who always one-ups?Allow for response. Click to animate.You get pretty frustrated! You feel you can never win!Now let’s talk about Probing as a first response. Where are my Probers? What’s beneficial about responding first with a Probing question?Allow for response. Click to animate.That’s right. You can get the answers you are looking for.But, what can be negative about always answering with questions?Allow for response. Click to animate.The speaker might feel he’s being interrogated and they may not be the right questions. They may be what you want to learn but they may not be what the speaker intended to share.Finally, let’s talk about the Empathize response. What’s positive about empathy?Allow for response. Click to animate.Yes. Empathizing as a first response helps to manage patient emotions and open up communication. It is one of your best strategies in effective listening.But there are some cases in which empathy is not a great first response. Can anyone think of such a case?Allow for response. Click to animate.Think back to our example of “I’m thirsty.” There are times when empathy can sound scripted and insincere – particularly when we don’t mean it. It’s important that when you use an empathy statement, that you are sincere in your intention to connect with the patient.  



COMMUNICATION

What makes a person a “good” listener?

 Good listening is much more than being silent while the other person talks.

 Good listening included interactions that build a person’s self-esteem.

 Good listening was seen as a cooperative conversation.

 Good listeners tended to make suggestions.

Zenger, Jack, and Joseph Folkman. “What Great Listeners Actually Do.” Harvard Business Review, 27 Nov. 2019, hbr.org/2016/07/what-great-listeners-actually-do. 



CONSISTENCY



CONSISTENCY

https://youtu.be/EMgA-y2nRWE

Stop at 0:49

https://youtu.be/EMgA-y2nRWE


APPLICATIONS OF CONSISTENCY

 Every patient, every time

 Every team member, 

 every time

 Every provider, every time

 Every family member, 

 every time

 Every visitor, every time



CONSISTENCY

 Self-check:  Shadow of a Leader

 What shadow do you cast?



CONSISTENCY

 Great leaders are able to inspire people to act.

 Great leaders give people a sense of purpose or belonging that has little 
to do with any external incentive or benefit to be gained.

 Great leaders create a following of people who act not because they 
were swayed, but because they were inspired



CONSISTENCY

 Leaders as deliberate models, teachers 
and coaches



CONSISTENCY



THANK YOU!
KRISTY GAY

KRISTY.GAY@BMHCC.ORG

(865)323-9235

mailto:Kristy.gay@bmhcc.org
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